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ABSTRACT: 
Over the last decades, the lithographic technology has greatly contributed for the confirmation of 
Moore's law in the semiconductor industry. Key developments in lithography such as the operational 
wavelength decreasing, together with a performance increase in lens and imaging technology, enabled 
the reduction of cost per function in integrated circuits technology. In this work, the impact of 
lithographic defects introduced by the manufacturing process is analyzed through simulations and two 
mitigation techniques are presented. These perturbations are a consequence of the limited 
lithographic mask resolution reflected on deviations from the geometry of the ideal device. For this 
purpose, the Beam Propagation and Finite Differences Time Domain methods have been used to 
simulate a multi-mode interference structure based on silicon nitride. The structure is affected by 
random perturbations and the obtained results revealed a strong dependence between mask 
resolution, and imbalance and power loss. Two strategies have been followed concerning the 
mitigation of power loss and imbalance: - Access waveguides tapering and adjustable power splitting 
ratios through the electro-optic effect. Both strategies revealed results that indicate an improvement 
on device’s performance. However, once built, the former is a static design that favors indiscriminately 
all propagating modes in the multimode section. In the latter, finer tuning capabilities targeting 
different propagating modes may be enabled by dynamic compensation of power loss and imbalance, 
when in a closed loop control architecture. Such a control architecture may operate by sampling the 
output waveguides, extracting the error signal and, finally, negatively feeding it back to the electro-
optic effect system, hence improving imbalance and power loss. 
Key words: Beam propagation method, finite differences time domain, multimode interference, 
lithographic resolution, graphene, chemical potential. 
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1. Introduction 
The remarkable success of lithographic technology in semiconductor industry, has persuaded the 
transference and adaptation of this technology to device manufacturing in the Photonic Integrated Circuit 
(PIC) industry. However, optical devices present a much higher sensitivity to lithographic imperfections, 
when compared to the electronic counterparts. This greater reactiveness to imperfections is explained, 






 , (1) 
where 𝑘1 is a constant that depends on the used process (for integrated circuits manufacturing, 𝑘1varies 
from 0.5 to 0.8) and 𝑁𝐴 is the numerical aperture of the optical lithographic tool (usually 𝑁𝐴 varies from 
0.5 to 0.6). 
Only selected few manufacturers have access to state-of-the-art foundries, where resolutions of 100 𝑛𝑚 or 
less are a reality. In most facilities that are able to fabricate such structures, namely research institutes and 
universities, lithographic mask defects present a performance constraint that must be better understood 
and mitigated. 
On the other hand, hydrogenated amorphous silicon has been extensively used in many real life 
applications, from thin film transistors in advanced displays to photodetectors [2,3]. This material has also 
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been considered a reliable platform candidate for the fabrication of PICs. There has been reports in the 
literature from interconnect waveguides to functional devices, based on this technology [4]. 
The interest in using this material is mainly explained by its deposition being possible at low temperatures 
through Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD), which makes it back-end compatible with 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) manufacturing processes [5]. Moreover, when 
deposited over silicon dioxide, the created structures present high refractive index contrast, which permits 
the development of submicron cross section waveguides, with the possibility of describing very small radius 
bends and, consequently, leading to very high circuit density integration. However, the high spectral 
absorption of hydrogenated amorphous silicon is located within the visible range, being more transparent 
at longer wavelengths [4]. 
This work is part of a wider project, consisting on the development of a biomedical plasmonic sensor. The 
device functionality is based on the coupling of propagating modes in a dielectric waveguide and the surface 
plasmon resonance generated on the overlaid metallic layer. This sensor may be fabricated to exploit the 
high absorption of a-Si:H in the visible spectrum range, if the operating wavelength is located within this 
part of the spectrum and the detection outcome readout is accomplished by an a-Si:H based photodetector.  
To fulfil the requirement of transparency in the visible range for the rest of the structure, silicon compounds 
may be synthesized. Such is the case of silicon nitride (𝑆𝑖3𝑁4) that presents a substantially low extinction 
coefficient for electromagnetic (EM) energies within the range 380 − 780 𝑛𝑚 (visible spectrum) and 
beyond [6]. 
Also, the present work materializes as a natural extension of previous research [7,8] where perturbations, 
introduced along the edges of a Multimode Interference (MMI) device by fabrication processes, are 
simulated and their influence in the overall performance of the structure is evaluated. Moreover, the latter 
work [8] reports a statistical analysis of the impact of lithographic mask defects, when considering the 
manufacturing of a batch of samples and where each sample is affected by an independent random 
distribution of defects. 
 
2. Methods 
2.a. The Multimode Interference 3 dB coupler 
 
The simulated structure is depicted in Error! Reference source not found.. It consists on an input 
waveguide, the middle section which is wide enough to support the MMI phenomenon and two output 
waveguides. The semiconductor used for the wave-guiding structure is 𝑆𝑖3𝑁4, for this material transparency 
is within the visible range. The height/width of both input and output waveguides were selected to assure 
single mode operation and the input field consisted on the Transverse Electric (TE - 3D) fundamental mode. 
 
Figure 1 - Generic 1x2 MMI structure geometry and dimensions. 
MMI devices rely on the self-imaging principle which states that single or multiple images, of a given input 
field profile, are replicated periodically in space, as the electromagnetic field propagates through the 
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waveguide [9,10]. The propagation constant of a mode 𝛽𝑚  (𝑚 = 1,2,3, …), propagating in a high contrast 
step index multimode device, shows an approximate quadratic dependence to the mode number 𝑚: 
 𝛽𝑚 ≅ 𝑘0𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 −
(𝑚 + 1)2𝜋𝜆0
4𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑊𝑒𝑓𝑓
2  , (2) 
where 𝑘0 is the vacuum wavenumber, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 the effective refractive index of the structure, 𝜆0 the vacuum 
wavelength, and 𝑊𝑒𝑓𝑓 the effective width of the MMI waveguide. The effective refractive index, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓, is a 
characteristic of each propagating mode, representing the “experienced” refractive index, when 
propagating inside the waveguide structure and the standing-wave condition is matched [10]. Hence, the 
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 of a given propagating mode may be calculated as in Eq. 3 below: 
 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 sin 𝜃𝑝 , (3) 
where 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  is the core media refractive index, and 𝜃𝑝 is the refraction angle of the transmitted field with 
respect to the normal at the input interface and at the point of reflection. 
The effective width, 𝑊𝑒𝑓𝑓, is the width when considering the mode field profile penetration depth, due to 
the Goos-Hähnchen shifts, into the waveguide boundaries. This dimension is polarization dependent and in 
high refractive index contrast devices, the penetration depth of the EM field beyond the inner walls of the 
device is practically non-existent, hence 𝑊𝑒𝑓𝑓 can be approximated by the effective width of the 
fundamental mode [9]: 
 𝑊𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≅ 𝑊𝑚0 . (4) 
The spatial location of single/multiple and direct/mirrored images, resulting from the propagation modes 













 . (5) 
Single mirrored and direct images from the input field profile form at 3𝐿𝜋 and 2(3𝐿𝜋), respectively, while 






(3𝐿𝜋). Single images are, approximately, the same amplitude as the 
input EM field and each of the two-fold images is affected by a 3 𝑑𝐵 attenuation factor, thus offering the 
ideal conditions for a power splitter device, similar to the structure diagram depicted in Error! Reference 
source not found.. This schematic represents a 𝑆𝑖3𝑁4 MMI device embedded in 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 and associated 
dimensions, which were used throughout this paper in our simulations and subsequent analysis. 
Moreover, by using an interference mechanism designated as symmetric interference, 1 × 𝑁 power splitters 
may be designed with quarter-length MMI sections. The mechanism relies on preventing the excitation of 
odd order modes within the multimode section of the structure. This is attained by placing the input 
waveguide, with a propagating symmetric field profile (e.g., Gaussian beam), at the width centre of the MMI 








) , (6) 
 
where 𝑝 ≥ 0, 𝑁 ≥ 1, 𝑝 and 𝑁 are integers, have no common divisor and 𝑝 𝑁⁄  represents 1
𝑠𝑡 , 2𝑛𝑑 , … , 𝑛𝑡ℎ single 
and 𝑁-fold images at location 𝐿; 𝑎 denotes the type of coupler (for an 1 × 𝑁 power splitter, 𝑎 = 4). 
According to the literature [11], excess loss and imbalance between the output waveguides are two of the 
most influent characteristics on a 3 𝑑𝐵 MMI coupler, when considering its performance. These constraints 
are due to deviations from the geometry of the ideal device, introduced by fabrication tolerances. Imbalance 
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is particularly disadvantageous in our case. Being this research part of a broader project that intends to 
develop a biomedical plasmonic sensor and where there will be a reference and a sensing arms, power 
imbalance between the outputs will result in a reduction of sensing capabilities. 
This work will take into consideration two approaches to mitigate the impact of the main causes of excess 
loss and power imbalance in these devices, namely the lithographic mask limited resolution: 
 
• The insertion of tapers to adapt the width mismatch between the access waveguides and the wider 
MMI section; 
• By using graphene sandwiched between dielectric waveguides and placed at strategic locations 




Graphene has been a subject of intense research for some years now, because of its remarkable electronic 
and optical properties. It presents flexibility, robustness, environmental stability [12] and singular optical 
properties, such as, strong light coupling [13] and optical conductivity controlled by bias gating [14]. This 
gate variable optical conductivity is of high interest for electro-optical (EO) modulation. 
According to Lu et al. [15], there are two absorption processes in light-graphene interaction. These 
processes are the inter-band and intra-band absorptions, which together characterize the complex 
conductivity of graphene: 
 𝜎𝑡 = 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎(𝜔, 𝜇𝑐 , Г, Т) + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜔, 𝜇𝑐, Г, Т) , (7) 
 
where, 𝜔 is the light angular frequency, 𝜇𝑐  is the chemical potential, Г is the charged particle scattering 
rate and Т is the temperature. Because the chemical potential may be electrically controlled, the 
conductivity of graphene can be tuned through gating voltage 𝑉𝑓. 
In this work, we evaluated the evolution of the permittivity of graphene with the chemical potential, at the 
wavelength of operation for our MMI structure (650 𝑛𝑚), to determine if this feature of graphene could also 
be exploited at this wavelength. Error! Reference source not found. presents the behaviour of graphene 
for our particular case. 
As can be observed in the above figure, at the operating wavelength of 650 𝑛𝑚, when the chemical potential 
reaches 1,325 𝑒𝑉 and above, the real part of graphene permittivity crosses zero while the imaginary part 
remains constant. This corresponds to a sign inversion of the real part of permittivity and is usually 
associated to a resonance often described as the ``near-zero-epsilon". Such effect is not a particularity of 
graphene, for many other materials [16,17] also possess a plasma frequency which is characterized by a 
metallic-like behaviour, only in graphene this resonance may be reached through electrical gating. 
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Figure 2 - Permittivity of graphene with the chemical potential when free space wavelength is 650nm. 
 
3. Simulations 
In previous work [7,8], we assessed through numerical simulations the width offset from the ideal geometry 
of the MMI device, which is introduced by manufacturing processes. In this paper, we keep the same 
approach regarding the structure design conditions. The simulated structure consists of input and output 
waveguides, and the MMI section, affected by independent defects distributions along their longitudinal 
edges. 
 
Defects distribution standard deviation influences the width (X-axis) of all structure sections, along the 
propagation length (Z-axis), and are independent in each section of the structure (input and output 
waveguides, and MMI section). It was assured that defects on the left and right longitudinal edges of each 
section were not correlated to one another, nor even within sections. The correlation length of the random 
distributions of defects was selected as the full length of each section (access waveguides and multimode 
sections), to properly emulate real-world distribution of perturbations. 
 
A silicon nitride waveguide buried in silicon dioxide is not a usual waveguide design. However, there are 
some reports in the literature which have implemented similar technology. Namely, for the manufacturing 
of such a device, the process could rely on a bottom thermal 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 substrate, followed by Plasma Enhanced 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) of the 𝑆𝑖3𝑁4 waveguide and an 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 cladding, which can be obtained 
by a PECVD process [18] or by plasma gas decomposition [4]. 
 
3.1. Access waveguides taper 
At this stage, our work considered the evaluation of the impact of inserting linear tapers in each access 
waveguide. Through RSoft [19] software suite platform, a set of simulations were carried out on a device 
with dimensions as listed in Table 1. The MMI section length was determined considering equation 6, with 
corresponding parameters for a 3 𝑑𝐵 power splitter device (p = 1, N = 2 and a = 4). 
Table 1 - Waveguides and multimode sections dimensions. 
Section width [µm] height [µm] length [µm] 
waveguide 1 0.2 10 
multimode 8 0.2 90.4 
 
The schematic presented in Figure 3 reflects the impact of the random distribution of defects along the 
longitudinal edges of the simulated structure, where the whole device is embedded in 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 with a 50 𝑛𝑚 
cover layer and the superstrate is air. 
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Figure 3 - Simulation workspace of the tapered MMI structure. 





 , (8) 
Simulations were conducted considering the operating wavelength 𝜆 = 650 𝑛𝑚, the TE fundamental mode 
as the input field and 10 𝑛𝑚 standard deviation for the random distribution of defects, while iterating the 
width of the linear tapers located between the multimode section and the access waveguides. By monitoring 
the power at the end of the output waveguides, we were able to obtain the results presented in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4 - Power imbalance and insertion loss vs taper width for 10nm standard deviation of a random distribution of defects. 
Previous mentioned figure clearly shows that, as the taper width increases, the field intensity at both the 
output waveguides converges, hence minimizing power imbalance. Consequently, insertion loss also 
decreases which is denoted by a slight increase on the monitored input power. These results seem to be in 
accordance with the work presented in Hill et. al [11], which states that the ratio between the optimal access 
waveguide and the multimode section widths should be approximately 0,3. 
 
3.2. Dynamic tuning 
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As stated before in this paper, optical conductivity of graphene may be controlled by bias gating. We propose 
that, by placing layers of graphene at strategic locations, namely where direct/mirrored images of the input 
profile are formed within the MMI section, we might be able to control independently the influence of a 
given image or images, on the corresponding affected output. If this control bias depends on the output 
power verified in one of the exiting waveguides then, by negative/positive feedback, we might be able to 
dynamically tune the imbalance verified between output waveguides. 
 
Figure 5 presents an MMI structure, where the propagating field is controlled by the bias applied on the 
graphene layer. By varying the chemical potential of graphene, one is able to affect its resonance at a given 
wavelength, hence the propagating field intensity may be modulated through bias gating of graphene. 
 
Figure 5 - Schematic of MMI structure with control through bias gating of graphene. 
Based on Figure 2 and the results presented regarding the change on the dielectric constant with increasing 
chemical potential, we used a mode solver to determine the modal index of the TE fundamental mode on a 
multilayer waveguide 2 𝜇𝑚 wide and with the layers composition as presented in Table 2: 
Table 2 - Multilayer structure composition and individual layers heights. 
Dielectric Layer height 
𝑆𝑖3𝑁4 90 𝑛𝑚 
𝑆𝑖𝑂2 10 𝑛𝑚 
Graphene 0.7 𝑛𝑚 
𝑆𝑖𝑂2 10 𝑛𝑚 
𝑆𝑖3𝑁4 90 𝑛𝑚 
Our intent was to evaluate the impact of the chemical potential 𝜇𝑐  variation on the propagating modes. We 
also considered 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 as the substrate and air for the cladding. Figure 6a) represents the transverse 
refractive index profile of the waveguide utilized by the mode solver to determine the TE fundamental mode 
supported by the multilayer waveguide. Figure 6b) shows the fundamental mode profiles when the 
chemical potential of graphene is 0 𝑒𝑉 (top) and 1,325 𝑒𝑉 (bottom). Note the difference between the 
imaginary parts of the modal indices present at the top and bottom profiles. The bottom profile presents a 
value over two orders of magnitude lower and the same behaviour has been verified in the first 4 modes 
(four propagating modes were searched with the mode solver, although this structure supports higher 
order modes). 
The complex value of the modal index of a given mode is defined as in equation 9: 
 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑛 + 𝑖𝑘 , (9) 
where, 𝑛 and 𝑘 correspond to the real and the imaginary parts, respectively, of complex value 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓; 𝑘 is 
often referred to as the extinction coefficient and is directly related to the absorption of the material, as in 
equation 10: 
 𝛼 = 4𝜋𝑘 𝜆⁄  , 
(10) 
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Figure 6 - a) Transverse refractive index profile of simulated waveguide; b) [top] fundamental mode profile when 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟎 𝒆𝑽 and b) 
[bottom] fundamental mode profile when 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟏, 𝟑𝟐𝟓 𝒆𝑽. 
where 𝛼 and 𝑘, are respectively, the absorption and extinction coefficients, and 𝜆 is the free space 
wavelength. By evaluating the attenuation corresponding to the two chemical potential situations, we are 
able to calculate loss as approximately 0,3 𝑑𝐵𝜇𝑚−1 and 0,002 𝑑𝐵𝜇𝑚−1, respectively for 𝜇𝑐 = 0 𝑒𝑉 and 𝜇𝑐 =
1,325 𝑒𝑉. 
 
Furthermore, and to properly evaluate the whole MMI structure and its behavior when subjected to EM 
field radiation, we had to configure our simulation tools [19] accordingly. One must remember that the MMI 
device is too long to be simulated by the Finite Differences Time Domain (FDTD) algorithm and that the 
Beam Propagation method is not accurate enough to simulate a graphene layer 0,7 𝑛𝑚 high. Certainly, FDTD 
can perform a simulation over the entire 3D structure and, simultaneously, being able to “see” the 0,7 𝑛𝑚 
high graphene layer, only not within sensible limits of time. 
 
Also, this time we considered an MMI structure (similar to the one presented in Figure 5) 8 𝜇𝑚 wide, 108 𝜇𝑚 
long in total (88 𝜇𝑚 for the MMI section and 10 𝜇𝑚 for each input and output waveguides) and 200,7 𝑛𝑚 
thick (0.7 nm accounts for graphene thickness). This is an 𝑆𝑖3𝑁4 structure deposited on an 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 substrate 
and where are also deployed the metallic contacts. Beneath this substrate there should be a metallic plane 
to assure enough charge carriers for the development of an electric field on the above placed graphene layer 
and, at the same time, to avoid collisions between these charge carriers and the incoming photons of the 
propagating EM field. 
 
Hence, for previously mentioned above reasons, our simulation domain had to be divided in three sections, 
from the input waveguide up to 52 𝜇𝑚 (1 𝜇𝑚 before the graphene section), from 52 𝜇𝑚 to 56 𝜇𝑚 (1 𝜇𝑚 
after the graphene section) and from 56 𝜇𝑚 to the end of simulation domain. Each section was handled by 
the appropriate software tool and the outcome results were passed over to the next simulation stage tool. 
The tool sequence followed is shown in Table 3, together with the simulated propagation length and the 
intended outcome of each step: 
Table 3 - Simulation lengths and tools sequence. 
Algorithm Length Objective 
1. Mode solver 10 𝜇𝑚 Obtain input field 
2. BPM 52 𝜇𝑚 Obtain end field 
3. FDTD 4 𝜇𝑚 Obtain end field 
4. BPM 52 𝜇𝑚 Propagate to the end 
The FDTD simulations were executed on the central section of the structure, where the graphene multilayer 
structure extends from 53 𝜇𝑚 to 55 𝜇𝑚. Figure 7 and Figure 8 depict a Z-cut (𝑧 = 54 𝜇𝑚) view of this 
structure refractive index, considering both chemical potential levels for graphene, 𝜇𝑐 = 0 𝑒𝑉 and 𝜇𝑐 =
1,325 𝑒𝑉. The outsets show a one-dimensional vertical cut of the refractive indices and their distribution 
through the area where graphene has been deposited. These images enable the visualization of the chemical 
potential impact on graphene's refractive index with each 𝜇𝑐  selected level. As may be observed, when the 
chemical potential is 𝜇𝑐 = 1,325 𝑒𝑉, the real part of the refractive index of graphene is close to zero (see the 
outset of Figure 8, corresponding to the material "near-zero-epsilon" resonance presented in Figure 2 and 
which characterizes a "metallic-like" behavior of graphene. 
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Figure 7 - Z-cut of the structure where graphene is located; the outset represents a vertical cut showing the impact of chemical 
potential (𝝁𝒄 = 𝟎 𝒆𝑽) on the refractive index of this structure. 
 
Figure 8 - Z-cut of the structure where graphene is located; the outset represents a vertical cut showing the impact of chemical 
potential (𝝁𝒄 = 𝟏, 𝟑𝟐𝟓 𝒆𝑽) on the refractive index of this structure. 
Next follows the results obtained by FDTD simulation, presented in Figure 9, at the end of the graphene 
section and for both values of chemical potential. One is able to notice the amplitude difference verified 
between the two Poynting vector profiles, namely near the x-axis edges of the simulation domain (Figure 
9b). These results were obtained by varying on both graphene layers the chemical potential (either 𝝁𝒄 =
𝟏, 𝟑𝟐𝟓 𝒆𝑽 or 𝝁𝒄 = 0 𝒆𝑽), which emulates a gating voltage 𝑉𝑓 variation (see Figure 5) and corresponding 
deformation of the Fermi level of graphene. 
 
Figure 9 – a) Normalized power at the end of graphene section when 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟏, 𝟑𝟐𝟓 𝒆𝑽 and 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟎 𝒆𝑽; b) Poynting vector magnitude 
at the end of graphene section for 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟏, 𝟑𝟐𝟓 𝒆𝑽 (top) and 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟎 𝒆𝑽 (bottom). 
Finally, follows the simulation of the rest of the structure. Again, the beam propagation method has been 
used to simulate this last section and Figure 9 shows the results obtained on both output waveguides for 
both chemical potential cases, 𝜇𝑐 = 1,325 𝑒𝑉 and 𝜇𝑐 = 0 𝑒𝑉. The observed difference between the two 
distinct 𝜇𝑐  instances is not of great significance, but one must not forget that the power difference previously 
observed at the end of the graphene layers has been diluted through interference in the rest of the 
multimode section. Moreover, this corresponds to 2 𝜇𝑚 long and 1 𝜇𝑚 wide graphene layers, and that the 
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same chemical potential has been assumed for both of these layers at each simulated instance, which would 
not be the case if we were to compensate the power imbalance between the output waveguides in a closed 
loop dynamic control. In that case, it would be assumed a chemical potential differential between both 
graphene layers, resulting from the negative/positive feedback given by the dynamic closed loop control. 
 
Figure 10 - Normalized power at the output waveguides for both chemical potential instances (𝝁𝒄 = 𝟏, 𝟑𝟐𝟓 𝒆𝑽 and 𝝁𝒄 = 𝟎 𝒆𝑽). 
 
4. Conclusions 
Lithographic resolution presents a serious constraint on MMI devices performance. In this work and 
through simulation, we have presented and proposed two different strategies to mitigate the impact of 
limited lithographic mask resolution. The approach where tapered access waveguides were simulated, has 
revealed that the power imbalance between the output waveguides and insertion loss can be both 
minimized by using linear tapers with specific width. This work is in accordance with analytical predictions 
calculated by Hill et al. [11] and where it is stated that there is an optimal ratio between the multimode 
section and the tapers widths. 
In our second approach, we propose a dynamic control of the optical conductivity of graphene through 
electrical gating. By adjusting the EM field amplitude in precise locations within the multimode section, we 
should be able to minimize the power imbalance at the output waveguides. This could be achieved through 
a negative/positive feedback system that monitors the power at each output waveguide and controls the 
gating bias that is applied to graphene. For instance, by sampling the outputs of the device, extracting the 
error between them and then, negatively feeding it back into the electro-optic effect system, in a closed loop 
control architecture of the electrical gating. Our simulations showed that, by biasing graphene, the 
attenuation of the EM field amplitude can have a variation of over two orders of magnitude, which offers 
good prospects for power imbalance reduction. 
Further work will consist in also evaluating the impact of graphene gating on the phase of the EM field and 
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